What is Foam Rolling?

Just what exactly is Foam Rolling? Do you ever go to the gym and see people rolling around on the floor, their faces grimacing and wincing in what appears to be discomfort, grunting as their legs or arms roll across something that appears to be PVC pipe or something fancier and more intimidating looking? Well, in a weird way, that is what foam rolling muscles looks and sounds like. But what is it, why do this to yourself if it looks so uncomfortable and awkward? In this post we will discuss why it is beneficial to foam roll and how it fits into your workout.

Why bother?

Why do we even bother with Foam Rolling? There are three main reasons that physically active people foam roll. One, it is a way to relieve sore muscle tissue by manipulating pain receptors both superficial and deep in the muscle and surrounding soft tissues (1,3). Two, we can increase the flexibility of muscle and surrounding soft tissues (thereby improving joint range of motion) by relaxing or calming down hyperactive pressure or length-tension receptors (2). Three, it can help jump start the body's recovery process after working out by positively influencing your body's vascular and lymphatic system (4,6).
This post will focus on these benefits as they relate to fitness, health and wellness. However, the benefits of myofascial release and selfmassage are still being researched as the anatomy of the soft tissue and physiology exercise continues to be explored and analyzed (8). There are more specific benefits and outcomes one can achieve when foam rolling and manipulating soft tissue so we have provided additional resources and articles below if you are interested in reading and researching more.

**How does this fit into a workout?**

How does Foam Rolling plug into a workout? There are two ways to address this question. The first of which is to create or establish a routine of foam rolling that happens both before and after the workout. When participating in foam rolling regularly the benefits (improved range of motion and decreased recovery time) can be more easily maintained than when only using foam rolling when things get stiff and sore. Noticed that we said “maintained,” the identified benefits still have to be targeted and planned for accordingly based on the goals/outcomes of the program and will take time to notice (4,5). The disadvantage to this option is, it is time consuming and boring so, patience is a virtue. The second approach is to utilize foam rolling when an individual is experiencing the first signs of soreness and plug techniques into recovery day(s). This is advantageous if you know the tips and tricks to get quick results or have a higher risk individual that needs careful monitoring (3,8). Experts like Athletic Trainers use this frequently when patients are rehabbing in the clinic from more specific injuries.

We use foam rolling to assist in releasing scar tissue or assist in the realignment of healthy fascial tissue after strains and sprains while manual improving joint range of motion (7). The disadvantage to this is to literally take a recovery day and only focus on recovery techniques, then progress back into the “normal” training/fitness program.
Professional Resources

Trial and Error

Foam rolling is not difficult to participate in. Honestly it takes a lot of personal trial and error or exploration. Below we have listed additional information and some basic foam rolling techniques to get you started. As always if you have any questions or even want to discuss this article and the information more you can contact us at thomasbennett@som.umaryland.edu or ahenderson@som.umaryland.edu we are always happy to help.

There are several types of rollers to choose from. We suggest starting smooth and progressing to a more intimidating one when you are comfortable.

Foam Rolling: How To

You can perform each of the following for 2 minutes and up to 2 times a day or as recommended by a personal trainer and/or health care specialist.
Additional Resources

- healthline.com/health/fitness-exercise/foam-rolling-how-to
- shape.com/fitness/tips/common-foam-rolling-mistakes-how-foam-roll-correctly
- blog.nasm.org/foam-rolling-and-self-myofascial-release
- womenshealthmag.com/fitness/a19963985/foam-roller-exercises/
- runnersworld.com/health-injuries/a20812623/how-to-use-a-foam-roller-0/
- mensjournal.com/health-fitness/10-foam-roller-moves-your-entire-body/
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